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GENERIC PROPERTIES OF EIGENFUNCTIONS

OF ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
BY

JEFFREY H. ALBERT

Abstract. The problem considered here is that of describing generically the

zeros, critical points and critical values of eigenfunctions of elliptic partial

differential operators. We consider operators of the form L + p, where L is

a fixed, second-order, self adjoint, C00 linear elliptic partial differential

operator on a compact manifold (without boundary) and p is a C"

function. It is shown that, for almost all p, i.e. for a residual set, the

eigenvalues of L + p are simple and the eigenfunctions have the following

properties: (1) they are Morse functions; (2) distinct critical points have

distinct critical values; (3) 0 is not a critical value.

1. Introduction. For eigenfunctions of ordinary differential equations of

Sturm-Liouville type, the zero and critical point sets are extremely simple to

describe and have very nice properties. Each consists of isolated points,

critical points do not lie in the zero set and the second derivative never

vanishes at a critical point. These are trivial consequences of the uniqueness

theorem. In higher dimensions the situation is quite different. Asking that the

zeros be isolated is unreasonable, of course. But it is plausible to hope for the

other properties ("second derivative" must be replaced by "Hessian") for a

function satisfying an appropriate partial differential equation. Still, there

are simple examples in which these fail, e.g. for the Laplacian on the 2-sphere

[2]. However, for eigenfunctions of "most" operators, they do hold.

More precisely, let M be a C00 manifold of dimension v, compact, connect-

ed and without boundary. Cco(M) denotes the real-valued C°° functions on

M. For h G Cco(M), the zero or nodal set of u is h"'(0) «= [x E M: u(x) —

0}. a E M is a critical point of u if du(a) = 0, where du =

(du/dxx,..., du/dx„) in local coordinates, b E R is a critical value of u if

there exists a critical point a G M with u(a) = b. A critical point a G M is

nondegenerate if the Hessian matrix ((d2u(a)/dx¡dxj)) is nonsingular. We are

interested in the following properties of h G CCC(M):

(El) h is a Morse function, i.e. all critical points are nondegenerate;

(E2) distinct critical points have distinct critical values;

(E3) 0 is not a critical value, i.e. there are no nodal critical points.
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Let L he a fixed, second-order, self adjoint, C°° linear elliptic partial

differential operator on M.

Main Theorem, {p G CX(M): all nonzero eigenfunctions of L + p satisfy

(El), (E2), (E3)} contains a residual set in C°°(M). (Residual means a

countable intersection of open, dense sets.)

This theorem was first announced by the author some time ago [2] for

dim M = 2. The proof, contained in the author's thesis [3], used Sobolev

space estimates and perturbation theory. The restriction to dim M = 2 was

due to a lemma proved using complex variables (see Lemma 3.4). Later, K.

Uhlenbeck showed, using infinite dimensional transversality techniques, that

the theorem does hold in all dimensions [9], [10].

The aim of the current paper is to present the author's original proof for

dim M = 2 (§§2,3,4,7), a Sard's theorem argument based on Uhlenbeck's

ideas to extend this proof to higher dimensions (§5) and some comments on

the two methods (§6). One advantage of this type of analytic argument is that

it enables one to find the generic operators, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

explicitly. Finally, the use of a manifold without boundary and the strong

smoothness requirements serve mainly to simplify the presentation; they can

easily be relaxed.

For the proof, the main theorem is broken down as follows: The

eigenvalues of L + p can be written in an increasing sequence A, < A2

< ... < \, < ...-»+ oo in which each eigenvalue is repeated according to

its multiplicity. (L is assumed to be normalized so its spectrum is bounded

from below, and by eigenvalue we mean X satisfies ker(L + p — X) ¥= 0; e.g.

L = -A.)
Let An = (p G C°°(Af): the first n eigenvalues of L + p are simple}. Then

A„ is open and dense in Cca(M) for all n [1]. Let Bn = {p G A„: nonzero

eigenfunctions corresponding to the first n eigenvalues satisfy El, E2 and

E3}, with B0 = C°°(A/). The requirement that the eigenvalues be simple is

made to allow one to deal with each eigenspace by considering only one

nonzero eigenfunction, for properties (El), (E2) and (E3) are unchanged

under multiplication by a constant.

Theorem 1.1. Bn is open in Cco(M)for all n.

Theorem 1.2. B„ is dense in An n Bn_xfor n ■« 1,2.

Using Theorem 1.2 and the density of A„, it follows by induction that B„ is

dense in C°°(M). Hence f~\„°-\BH = {P G C°°(A/): all eigenvalues of L + p

are simple and all nonzero eigenfunctions satisfy El, E2, E3} is residual,

which implies the main theorem.

Theorem 1.1 is proved in §2. Theorem 1.2 is set up in such a way that we
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need to show only that we can perturb the operator so that the wth eigen-

function satisfies El, E2 and E3. The proof has two parts. First we discuss

how to perturb an operator to make the 72th eigenfunction satisfy E3. This is

the hard part. §3 contains information on the growth of eigenfunctions near

nodal critical points if dim M = 2. §4 uses this information to give the

original proof in dimension 2 that nodal critical points can be perturbed

away. In §5, a Sard's theorem argument is used to extend this method to

higher dimensions and §6 contains a discussion of the two methods. Once we

know that 0 cannot be a critical value, it is easy to perturb to obtain (El) and

(E2) and this is done in §7.

Finally we list here some standard results about Sobolev spaces and

pseudodifferential operators which will be needed in the proofs. More details

can be found in [3], [6] and [8].

Norms. Recall that the topology on Cco(M) is given by the countable

family of Ck norms on M, given as follows. For U c 7" and u G Cœ(U)

with compact support,

|«ki/=suP    2   \Dau(x)\
" xeu \a\<k

gives the C*-norm on U and this is globalized to the norm | ... \k M or simply

I ... \k on M by a partition of unity. Similarly,

IMU- 2 (j>a"l2)
\a\<s\J" /

gives the Hs norm on U and this is globalized to the norm ||... \\sM or just

|| ... II, on M. || ... || = || ... ||0 is the usual 72 norm on M.

Pseudo differential inverse. Let P be a second order, self adjoint, C°° linear

elliptic partial differential operator on M. Let Ar = kerP c C°°(M); trN

denotes projection on N in L2(M). Then there is a pseudodifferential operator

Q of order -2 such that QP = I - trN on C°°(A/) and QyN = 0 on 72(M).

Furthermore, Qu(x) = fMK(x,y)u(y) dy, where the kernel y-^>K(x,y)

belongs to Lp(M) for fixed x G M, withp = 2 if v = 2,p = (v — \)/(v — 2)

\tv>2.
Facts. (1) (Sobolev's lemma) If t > s + v/2, \u\s < (const)||H||, for u E

C°°(M).

(2) \\uv\\s < (const)|M|,||o||, for u, v G CX(M).

(3) If g is a pseudodifferential operator of order m, \\Qu\\s <

(const)||«||I+m.

2. The object of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1, which essentially says

that properties El, E2 and E3 are stable under small perturbations of the

operator. It is well known from the Morse theory that El and E2 are stable
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properties of functions and it is easy to show that E3 is stable. The remainder

of the proof consists of showing that the eigenfunctions of L + p depend

continuously on p (Theorem 2.1).

We will always deal with one eigenvalue X of L + p at a time and

eigenvalues < X will be assumed to be simple. If X = X„ is the nth eigenvalue

of L + p, by the corresponding eigenvalue X' of a perturbed operator L + p'

we mean the zzth eigenvalue A¿. By a normalized eigenfunction zz, we mean

IN = 1.

Theorem 2.1. Let p G B„ and let u be a normalized eigenfunction of L + p

with eigenvalue X. Let s, t be nonnegative integers with s > t + v/2. For each

e > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that if \p' — p\s < 8 then \u' — u\, < efor one of

the (two) normalized eigenfunctions of L + p' whose eigenvalue X' corresponds

toX.

Proof. Let p' G C°°(M) and let zz' be either normalized eigenfunction of

L + p' with eigenvalue X'. From (L + p)u = Xu, (L + p')u' = X'u', we get

(L + p- X)(u' -u) = ru'

where r = p - p' + X' - X. Note that ¡r^ < 2|p' — p\s (see [1]). Since X is

simple,

(1) u'- u = Qx(ru') + r¡u

for some q E R, where Qx is the pseudo differential inverse L + p — X.

Rewriting (1) as

(2) u' = Qx(ru') + (1 + q)u

we have a decomposition of zz' into components in and orthogonal to

ker(L + p - X). By the Pythagorean theorem in L2,

i=||Ôa("O||2+0 + t02

or

(3) n2 + 2n+||Ô,(nz')||2=0.

If \\Q\(ru')\\ < 1,   this   has   roots   tj, = -1 + \/l - ||ßx(rw')||2    and

rj2 = -1 - Vl - \\Q\(m')\\2 which satisfy 0 > rj, > -1 > tj2 > -2. But

||ßx(rzz')|<c,||nz'||<c,|r|0||M'||

< cx\r\s   since \\u'\\= 1

< 2c,|p' - p\s < 2cx8

so ||ô\(rzz')ll < 1 provided 8 < l/2cx, which we assume from now on. Also if

tj = ij2 in (2), then tj = n, in the corresponding decomposition for — zz'. This

is obtained by multiplying (2) by — 1 and using rj, + tj2 = -2 from (3). The
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eigenfunction sought in the theorem will be the one corresponding to tj = r/i,

which will be our u' from now on. Finally note that

(4) \Vi\<\vM = \\Qx(ru')\\<2cx8<l.

Next we start the estimate for \u' — «I, using the right side of (1). cx, c2,

etc., will be positive constants depending on p, X, u and s.

\u' — u\t < c2||h' — u\\s   by Sobolev's lemma, since s > t + v/2

<c2(\\Q>(ru')\\s+\'nx\\\ul)   by(l)

<^(l+ll"L)|ßxK)IL   M4)
(5) < c3\r\s\\u'l < 2c3«||«'||,.

Lemma 2.2. If 8 < l/4c3, then \\u'\\s < c5.

KL<K-«L+WL
<2c4rj||H,|| + ||H||j from above

<-KL+ML 'y«<i/4c4;
hence

n< 2|h,- c5.

Returning to (5), \u' - u\, < 2c3c5S < e, provided 5 < min(e/2c3c5, l/4c4,

l/2c,), so the theorem is proved.

Proposition 2.3. If U c M is an open set containing all the nodal critical

points of uE C°°(M), then 3e > 0 such that if v E C°°(M), |o - «|, < e,

then all the nodal critical points ofv lie in U also.

Corollary. If u has no nodal critical points, 3e > 0 such that \v — «|, < e

implies v has no nodal critical points. (Apply the proposition with U = 0.)

Proof of the Proposition. For u E Cco(M), p E M, define u(X)(p) =

\u(p)\ + \du(p)\ where the norm |i/n(p)| comes from a (fixed) metric on the

cotangent bundle of M. Then (i) H(1)(p) = 0 if and only if p is a nodal critical

point of u; (ii) (h + v\X)(p) < u^X)(p) + v(X)(p); (iii) |w|(I) = sup^^w^p) is

a norm on CX(M) and | ... |(1) is equivalent to |... |„ the C1 norm. By (iii)

it suffices to prove the proposition using |... |(1). Let Vs = {p E M: u,X)(p)

<8).
Claim. (1) If |t> - h|(1) < 8, then all nodal critical points of v he in VB; (2)

38 > 0 such that Vs c U. (1) and (2) prove the proposition.

Proof of (1). If p is a nodal critical point of v, then ü(1)(p) = 0 by (i). Then

"(I)(P) < (« - u)(i)(p) + v{X)(p) < 8, hence p E Vs.

Proof of (2). If U = M, 8 is arbitrary. For U ¥= M let 5 = inf{H(1)(p):
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p & U). For eachp £ U, u<X)(p) > 0 since all the nodal critical points of zz

lie in U. But zz(1) is a continuous function, hence it attains its minimum on the

nonempty compact set M - U; thus 8 > 0. Finally p & U implies u(X)(p) >

8, sop g Vs. Thus Vs c U.
The following lemma is standard Morse theory.

Lemma 2.5. (zz G C°°(M): zz is a Morse function and distinct critical points

ofu have distinct critical values) is open and dense in C°°(M).

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Use induction on n. The theorem is true for n = 0

since B0 = C*(M). Assume n > 1 and let p G Bn. We will show 35 > 0 and

a nonnegative integer s such that |p' - p\s < 8 implies p' G Bn. Since p G B„

cA„n Bn_x which is open, 35, > 0 and s0 > 0 such that \p' — p\So < 5,

implies p' G A„ n Bn_x. Also since s > s0=* \p' — p\So < |p' — p\s we may

replace s0 by a larger s when necessary. To show p' G Bn it is now only

necessary to check the «th eigenspace. Let u„ G ker(L + p — X„), ||zz„|| = 1. u„

satisfies El, E2 and E3 since p G Bn. By the corollary and lemma above,

3e > 0 and a positive integer t such that |t> — zz„|, < e implies v satisfies El,

E2, E3. By Theorem 2.1, for any s > t + v/2, 352 > 0 such that \p' - p\s <

82 implies 3u'n with \u'n — un\, < e; hence the functions in ker(L + p' — X'n)

satisfy El, E2, and E3. Take 5 = min(5„ 5^ and the theorem is proved.

3. The analytic proof that one can perturb away the nodal critical points

(§4) requires some detailed information about the structure of the zero set

near a nodal critical point. The restriction to 2 dimensions enters here

because of the use of complex variables in the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Definition 3.1. (1) zz G M is a zero of order kofuE C°°(M) if Dau(d) =

0 for all a with \a\ < k but there is an a with \a\ = k such that D"u(a) ¥= 0.

(2) A zero a of order k is weakly degenerate if there exists c > 0 such that

|z/zz(x)| > c|x — a\k~x forx in a neighborhood of a.

In particular, if a is a weakly degenerate nodal critical point (i:e., k > 2)

then there are no other critical points in a neighborhood of a.

Proposition 3.2. Let P be a second order self adjoint C™ elliptic differential

operator on M, with dim M = 2. If Pu = 0, all the zeros of u are weakly

degenerate.

Since M is compact and nodal critical points which are weakly degenerate

are isolated, zz has a finite number of nodal critical points. The proposition

follows from the following two lemmas and the fact that every zero of zz has

order k, for some k < oo, by the strong unique continuation theorem [4].

Facts. (1) If F is a differential operator of order m and zz has a zero of order

k at a, then Pu has a zero of order > k - mata.
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(2) If / G C°°(Af) has a zero of order/ and zz has a zero of order k at a,

then fu has a zero of order k + / at a.

(3) A nonzero polynomial in x — a, homogeneous of degree k, has a zero

of order k at a.

Lemma 3.3. Let P be a second order C00 elliptic differential operator on M

(dim M = v, arbitrary) and suppose Pu = 0. If a E M is a zero of order k of u,

there are coordinates (x,,..., x„) on a neighborhood U of a such that the kth

Taylor polynomial uk(x) = 2|0|_fc Dau(a)(x — df satisfies Auk = 0, where

A = 2y„,32/3x2 is the Laplacian.

Proof. If k = 0 or 1, this is true for any coordinates, for A annihilates

linear functions. Assume k > 2. One ¿an choose coordinates (x,,..., x„) on

a neighborhood U of a so that the principal part of F is A, i.e. if

P= É  %32/3x,.8x, + F
v=i

where Fis a first order operator, then gy(a) = ¿L. Thus

P = à+Ï   [gy-ô^/dxfiXj+T.
>J=i

Let v = u - uk; v has a zero of order > k + 1 at a. We have

i>
0 = Pu = Auk + Av + 2 [gy~ Ô;,.]9V3x,.ax7. + r"

V-i

= Azz,+/.

Since uk is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k, Auk is a homogeneous

polynomial of degree k — 2, hence either Auk = 0 or Auk has a zero of order

k — 2 at a. But /has a zero of order > k — 1, which implies Azz¿ = 0. To see

this, note: (1) v has a zero of order > k + 1 and A is of order 2, so Au has a

zero of order > k — I; (2) u has a zero of order /c and F has order 1 so Fzz

has a zero of order > k - 1; (3) 92zz/3x,3x7 has a zero of order k — 2, but

gy - 8y vanishes at a (zero of order > 1), so '2"¡j=x[g¡j - 8iJ]d2u/'dxi'dXj has a

zero of order > k — 1.

This lemma is not new; see Bers [5] for a similar result with weaker

smoothness assumptions on the coefficients of the operator.

Lemma 3.4. Assume dim M = 2. Suppose that u has a zero of order k at a

and there are coordinates about a in which huk =0. Then a is a weakly

degenerate zero of u.

Proof. Since dim M = 2, we can use complex variables. Let

z = x, + x2V —1.  Since Atz^ =0, uk = Re/ for some complex analytic
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function /. Requiring f(a) = 0, which we may do, implies that / is homo-

geneous of degree kinz — a. Hence/(z) = £(z — a)k for some complex £, so

uk(z) = \[i(z-a)k + l(I-5)k\

Now \duk(x)\ = 2\duk(z)/öz\ where

a-I(J_-v=r--=A
0z      2 \ dxx dx2 )

But 3h*/3z = ki(z - a)k~x/2, so

\duk(x)\ = k\t\\z - a\k~x> k\t\\x - a\k~\

Finally u = uk + v, so

\du(x)\>\duk(x)\-\dv(x)\

.> k\H\\x - a\k~x — c\x — a\k since v has a zero of order k + 1

provided |jc — a| < &|£|/2c.

4. This section contains essentially the original proof (the first proposition

is strengthened slightly for use in §5) that the nodal critical points can be

perturbed away to obtain (E3). The proof uses the results of §3 heavily, so is

only valid for dim M = 2; see §6 for comments. Let p G An n Bn_x and let X

be the nth eigenvalue of L + p, u an eigenfunction with eigenvalue X.

Consider a linear perturbation p(t) = p - to where t G R and o E C°°(Af).

As in [1], [3], we get a(t) = X + ra. + t2/?(t) and h(t) = u + tv + t2w(t)

using Rellich's theorem [7]. Equating the coefficient of t to zero in the

perturbation equation (7 + p + tö)m(t) = 0 gives (L + p — X)v = (o + a)u.

Using the pseudo-inverse Qx (see §1) gives

v = Q\ (au) + 11M   f°r some t? G R

i.e.

ü(x) = JK(x,y)o(y)u(y) dy + tjh(x).

Proposition 4.1. There exists o E C°°(M) such that v(x) ^ Ofor all x with

u(x) = 0.

In the proof of the proposition, we use the fact that the zero set h-1(0) has

measure zero. This is another consequence of the unique continuation

theorem [4]. For if

GaJ = {x: D«u(x) = Obut (dDau/dxJ)(x) ¥= 0}

then GaJ is a submanifold of dimension v — 1 so has measure zero and
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tz_I(0) = U0 U jmiGaj 1S a countable union, so it has measure zero.

Proof of proposition. Choose w E JVX n CX'(M) with w(x) # 0 for all

x G w_1(0). Such a w exists since if g G C°°(A/) satisfies g(x) = 0 for

x G zz~'(0), then trN±g = g - 9u E Nx n CX(M) satisfies the same

property. Since Qx is onto Nx, there is a function/ G Cœ(M) such that

"(x) - &(/) = SMK(x,y)f(y) dy. Let J = inf{|w(x)|: x G «"'(0)}. Then

/ > 0 since zz '(0) is closed, hence compact. Recall Kx: y -» K(x,y) is in Lp

for an appropriate p given above. Since w-1(0) has measure zero, we can

choose an open neighborhood N of zz_1(0) such that p(N) <

(//(2||ÁTJt||;,|/|0)y, where p is the measure (Lebesgue) on M and q is conju-

gate to p. Let <¡> E C°°(A/) be a bump function satisfying 0 < <p < 1, and

<b = 0 on a neighborhood of zz~'(0) whose closure is contained in N and

<í> = 1 outside N. Then

JV/zz    outside zz~'(0),

[0 on«-'(0),

is a well-defined C00 function. Let ü(x) = JMK(x,y)o(y)u(y) dy. Then

>v(x) - v(x) = f K(x,y)[f(y) - o(y)u(y)] dy
JM

= CK(x,y)f(y)[l-<?(y)]dy
JN

and

|w(x) — v(x)\ < f\K(x,y)\Pdy        f\f(y)[l-Hy)]\'dy
\/l

<\\Kxl\f\0p(N)x/"   sinceO<l-«p<l

< J/2   by the choice of N above.

Thus for x G tz"'(0),

\v(x)\>\w(x)\-\w(x)-v(x)\

> J - J/2 = J/2 > 0.
Remark. Essentially what we have shown is that {Qx[ou\: o E CM(M)} is

dense in N x n Cœ(M) with respect to the C° norm.

Proposition 4.2. For t =£0 in a small neighborhood of zero, u(t) has no

nodal critical points.

Proof. By the results in §3, the original eigenfunction zz has a finite

number of nodal critical points ax,..., a„. (The argument for « = 1 is given

in [2].) By the preceding proposition, we can choose a so that the correspond-

ing v satisfies v(a¡) ^ 0 for i = 1,..., «. Choose neighborhoods V¡ of a¡ so
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that (1) |u(jc)| > J > 0 for all x E V = U?-i V, and (2) on V¡, we have

\u(x)\ < c,|x: - <3|*', \du(x)\ > c'j\x - a\k'~x. (2) says that the nodal critical

point a¡ is a weakly degenerate zero of order k¡; §3 justifies this assumption.

By continuity, for any sufficiently small neighborhood of t = 0 we have (3)

bOOMl > 7/2 for a: in V, where c(t) = c + tw(t), and (4) u(t) has no
nodal critical points outside V. But h(t) has no nodal critical points inside V

either, for if x E ^ is a critical point of h(t), we have

0=[du(r)](x) = du(x) + r[dv(T)](x)

and by (2) above

|* - ai\k'-x<\au(x)\/c; =|t||^(t)(x)|/c'(. < c/'|r|

and

\u(t)(x)\=\u(x) + tv(t)(x)\

>\t\\v(t)(x)\-\u(x)\

> J\t\/2 - h\x - a\k'

> J\t\/2- h(c¡')x/{k'-x)\r\k'/(k'-x)

> J\t\/4   provided |t| < (J/4h)k'~ x/c'/

^0   if|r|^0.

Thus if t is small enough and nonzero there are no nodal critical points of

u(r).

5. One can also use Sard's theorem to prove that the nodal critical points

can be perturbed away. This proof works in all dimensions. We give a direct

proof here, which is essentially a very simple special case of one of K.

Uhlenbeck's iransversality results [9], [10]. The idea for completing the higher

dimensional case in this way came from reading her paper and trying to see

just where the two approaches differed (see §6).

Using Proposition 4.1, let o be such that v(x) ¥= 0 on h"'(0).

Proposition 5.1. For such a o, the set of-is close to zero with u(t) having no

nodal critical points is the complement of a set of measure zero.

Proof. Let <b: R X M -» R be given by $(t, x) = u(t)(x). The equation

<p(t, x) = 0 gives the zeros of w(t). Using the implicit function theorem, this

equation can be solved for t as a function of x near r = 0. For ^(0, x) = 0

corresponds to u(x) = 0, so 3<i>(0, x)/dr = v(x) ^ 0 by the choice of a. Thus

there is a neighborhood Nx of each x G h_1(0) and a C°° function/: NX-*R

such that near (0, x), <b~x(0) = {(fx(y),y): y E Nx). By compactness of M,

there are neighborhoods V of t = 0 and N of h~'(0) and a function/: N ->R
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such that <i>~ "(0) n V = {(/(x), x): x E N}.For x EN, <K/(x), x) = 0, and

differentiating with respect to x yields (3^>/3t) • df + d[u(r)] = 0. But x is a

nodal critical point of zz(t) if <b(r, x) = 0 and í/[zz(t)](x) = 0. Since 3<í>/3t =£

0 on V, x is a nodal critical point if and only if df(x) = 0, i.e. x is a critical

point of /. This implies zz(t) has nodal critical points if and only if t is a

critical value of/. But by Sard's theorem, the set of critical values of a C°°

function has measure zero.

6. Some comments on the two preceding sections are in order. In the proof

of §4, we used heavily the fact that solutions of second order elliptic

equations in 2 dimensions have only weakly degenerate zeros. It would be

nice if this were true in higher dimentions but it is not. For example, view the

circle 5 ' as [0, 27r] with endpoints identified and take

zz(x„ x2, x3) = sin x, sin x2 sin x3

as an eigenfunction of

3x2      3xf      3x2

on Sx X Sx X Sx. (0, 0, 0) is a nodal critical point which is not isolated,

hence not weakly degenerate. Thus it is not possible to extend this proof to

higher dimensions without more information on the growth of eigenfunctions

near nodal critical points.

The reason why this method works only in such a special case, in contrast

to the method of §5 and transversality methods in general, may be related to

the fact that it actually proves slightly more. What was shown in §4 (for

dim M = 2) was that passing through each p G C°°(Af) there is a family of

line segments p' = p + to, forming a "star" as in the diagram, such that for

any p' ¥= p in this set, the «th eigenfunction has no nodal critical points. The

result in §5 shows that along each segment in the star, only certain t's (the

complement of a set of measure zero) work.

P

This comparison is interesting also from a constructive viewpoint. Again

assuming we can find a, in two dimensions we can explicitly write down p'

because of §4 whereas in higher dimensions we cannot in general. There is an

extremely important special case for which we do have the same "star" of

admissible perturbations in all dimensions. If the manifold and the operator
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are analytic, so are the eigenfunctions iz(t). Since zz(t) is analytic in t,

<J>(t, x) = zz(t)(x) is analytic in (t, x). The implicit function theorem then

implies t = f(x) (see §5) is an analytic function of x. But the critical values of

a real-analytic function on a compact manifold are isolated [3]. Hence there is

an interval about t = 0 for which zz(t) has no nodal critical points.

7. Once the nodal critical points are eliminated, the perturbation yielding

(El) and (E2), i.e. nondegenerate critical points with distinct critical values, is

fairly straightforward. Suppose (L + p —Xu with X simple and zz having no

nodal critical points. We want to prou^ .e p' near p whose corresponding

eigenfunction satisfies (E2) and (E3). To do this, we construct zz' first and

show that it is an eigenfunction of an appropriate p' (with the same eigenval-

ue X).

First choose a bump function <i> G CIX(M), 0 < <p < 1, with <p = 1 on a

neighborhood of the nodal set zz_1(0) and <f> = 0 on a neighborhood of the

critical point set du~x(0) of zz. Let

y, = inf{|zz(x)|: x G <*>"'(!)}>   72 = mî{\du(x)\: x £ <f>-'(0)}

and

y = min{y„y2}.

Then y > 0; e.g., since <f> = 1 on a neighborhood of zz_I(0), y, > 0 and

similarly for y2.

Lemma 7.1. Given a function v such that \v — u\x < y/2, if u' = <bu + (1 —

<f>)ü, then the zero sets of u' and u coincide and the critical point sets ofu' and v

coincide.

Proof. We show the statement about the zero sets. First, «' has no zeros

when ^ v= 1, for then |tz| > y, > y and

\u - u'\ = \(l - <b)(v - u)\ <\v-u\<y/2,

so

|a'|>|«|-|«- w'|> y- y/2- y/2 > 0.

Second, when § = 1, zz' = zz so the only zeros of zz' occur at the zeros of u.

The other statement is proved similarly, with zz' replaced by du', etc.

One consequence of the lemma is that if v satisfies (E2) and (E3), then «'

satisfies (El), (E2) and (E3) since zz has no critical points in the neighborhood

{<p = 1} of its zero set and zz' = zz there. By the Morse lemma we can find

such acas close as we want to u. A second consequence is that we can define

p' as follows. Let

> _ Í (AM' ~ L"')/"'    when u * 0,

[ p when <i> = 1.
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Since u' ¥=0 whenever u = 0 by the lemma, the first part is well defined.

Also, the two parts agree on the overlap {x: <¡>(x) = 1 and u(x) ¥= 0} since

u' = h ¥= 0 there and (Xh - 7h)/h = p. So p' is well defined and C00.

Furthermore, u' is clearly an eigenfunction of 7 + p' with eigenvalue X. It

remains to show that by choosing v close to u, we get p' close enough to p.

Let V = [x: u(x) =* 0}. Then

Xh' - Lu'            (L + P- X)(u - u')
p -p =-_-p-_-

since (L + p - X)u = 0. Thus

\P' - P\,,y < cx

< c-

\(L + p- X)(u - u%f
s.V

s.V
|« - H'|

u-v
s,V

s+2,v

s+2,V

Now

s.V

u — u

s,V

+ c.

HH

1

s,V s,V

s.V

I
u

\u — u

+ c.
s.V s.V

s,V

" - v\s.y

s.V

Thus if

and

|h-«|JjK<1/2c5|1/h'|^<2|1/h|í>k

\P' - P\s,v< ce|" - v\s+2,r

But since p' = p on a neighborhood <i>-1(l) of u~\0), \p' — p\s < c6\u —

v\s+2 on all of M.

Thus given e > 0, choose v satisfying E2, E3 such that \u — v\s+2 <

min{e/c6, l/2c5, y/2} by Lemma 2.5. Then u' = <j>u + (1 — <b)v satisfies El,

E2, E3 and is an eigenfunction of 7 + p', p' as given above, with eigenvalue X

and |p' - p|, < e. Hence B„ is dense inAn n Bn_x.
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